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Stylized Fact; Heuristic

• A starting point for policymakers, researchers, and administrators
• A guide to the boundaries of acceptable discourse, researcher, etc. 
• A first-pass, short-hand understanding for non-specialists

“No Significant Difference 
Between F2F and Online Learning”





• All media are the same; so just 
study instructional practices 
within media



• Quality of
studies?
• Do they 

evaluate 
variation by 
student 
characteristics–
race, prior 
achievement, 
affluence, etc.?



Means et al (2010) 





No Significant Difference

OR

Blended Is a Bit Better



Access: majority race and affluent 
learners are more likely to have 
opportunities to use digital tools

Usage: Majority race and affluent 
learners are more likely to use 
technology for creative purposes 
(versus drill and practice), and 
with more adult mentorship and 
support
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Hansen & Reich (2015) Democratizing Education? Long, boring subtitle. Science



Hansen & Reich (2015) Democratizing Education? Long, boring subtitle. Science





Experimental Evidence



2010







Large Field Evaluations

















Differences in Online Comparison Studies, from the 
“No Significant Difference” era to now
• Stronger emphasis on rigorous causal methods, sufficient power, etc. 
• Older studies were “hothouses”; newer studies more likely to be in more 

authentic settings
• Older studies were too small to allow examination of sub-populations; 

new studies examine a variety of vulnerable groups
• Older studies are short term with bespoke measures; newer studies 

examine long term outcomes like subsequent course grades and 
graduation

“No Significant Differences” as a canonical position or stylized fact emerged 
from a research base that did not attend to race, socio-economic status or 
prior achievement.  



New Stylized Fact?



Possible Causes

• Selection effects--Learners who select in or are placed in online learning 
are often vulnerable to begin with

• Learners who select in or are placed in online learning lack the self-
regulated learning skills to engage in self-paced, low-contact learning 
environments

• Services provisioned to vulnerable learners are worse than “comparable” 
services provisioned to affluent learners



Old Stylized Fact- NSD or Blended is a Bit Better

Serious caution should be exercised when offering online learning to vulnerable learners 
because outcomes are usually worse than in face to face settings. 

In real-world settings where students from vulnerable groups—racially minorities, 
students from poverty-impacted neighborhoods, or students with low scores on 
achievement measures—select into or are assigned to online learning environments with 
similar content to face-to-face courses but reduced human contact, those vulnerable 
students are at serious risk of having a worse learning experience and worse 
performance. 

New Stylized Fact- Online Learning is a “Risk 
Factor” for Vulnerable Students





Design Principles for Digital Equity
Use evidence to 
subvert people’s 

intuition about the 
EdTechMatthew

Effect

Address 
psychological 

barriers 
affecting 

vulnerable 
learners

Leverage 
student 

interest as 
entry points 
into learning

Provide human 
supports to targeted 

students, their 
families, and 
communities

Address cost 
barriers that 
most afflict 
low-income 

families

Serve those who 
serve others




